Abstract: Finding a combinatorial rule for the multiplication of Schubert polynomials is a long standing problem. In this paper we give a combinatorial proof of the Bergeron-Billey rule, which says how to multiply a Schubert polynomial by a complete or elementary symmetric polynomial, and describe some observations in the direction of a general rule.
cup-product, i.e. intersection. Since the set of all Schubert polynomials forms a Z-basis of the algebra Z x] this geometric interpretation shows that the structure constants c 00 0 occurring in X X 0 = X 00 c 00 0X 00 (0.1) are all non-negative integers. This suggests the possibility of a combinatorial rule for the determination of these constants, but over the years only little progress has been made in solving this problem, which quite aptly can be called the most important open problem in the \elementary" theory of Schubert polynomials. (It is of course possible to compute the product X X 0 explicitly and expand it afterwards using the property that every Schubert polynomial has the form X = x L( ) + : : : , where the Lehmer code L( ) of (see below) is the smallest exponent with respect to the lexicographic order induced by 0 < 1 < 2 < : : : .)
The existence of Schubert polynomials and many of their properties have been established in a sequence of papers by A. Borel (1953) , I.N. Bernstein, I.M. Gelfand, and S. I. Gelfand (1973 ), M. Demazure (1973 , and nally A. Lascoux and M.-P. Sch utzenberger (1982-87) . For comprehensive accounts on the geometry and combinatorics of Schubert polynomials see Hi] and LS, M1, M2, W] . We expose here only those parts of the theory, which are strictly necessary for our presentation. Supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG).
describe next. (In fact Chevalley C] has shown a more general result probably earlier, but his paper was unpublished until recently.)
For a given 2 S 1 and 1 k < l we write (k) / (l) :() (k) < (l) and ]f j k < < l; (k) < ( ) < N . These conjectures have been proven by F. Sottile So] using an explicit geometric description of certain intersections of Schubert varieties. We will instead give in Section 1 a combinatorial proof of these facts departing directly from Monk's rule and using only manipulations of permutations. Despite its conceptual simplicity the checking of the details is quite tedious and tricky { an appearend feature already of Sottile's geometric proof.
In the subsequent sections we describe some observations and \approximative rules" of increasing generality, how to multiply a Schubert polynomial by an Schur polynomial (Sec.2), by a Schubert polynomial associated to a L-unimodal permutation (Sec.3), and by a general Schubert polynomial (Sec.4). We speak of \approximative rules", because these observations give the correct results for many examples, but are not as yet reliable rules or even steady conjectures. The appearent di culty of the problem may serve as an excuse for including this increasingly more speculative material.
The`L' in L-unimodal stands for the Lehmer code L( ) of a permutation 2 S n , i.e. L( ) 2 f l n?1 ; : : : ; l 0 j 0 l n? n ? ; = 1; : : : ; n g ; where l n? ( ) := ]f j j < j; ( ) (1.9)
Proof. We concentrate on the`complete symmetric' case, because the`elementary symmetric' case is analogous using (1.8) instead of (1.7); alternatively and more conveniently one can argue with`duality' as in So, Lem.2] . For h 
one sees that the N-tuple ((1; l 1 ); : : : ; (1; l N )) is the single element of J(N; ; 1 N ), which establishes (1.9) in this case.
We assume now that (1.9) is true for the multiplication by h has two parts: we show rst that every (N ) , which obeys (1.16) and l N = m, can be found in the set of all (N ) , which obey (1.15) and p N = m; and second that the reverse is true. In fact the arguments below reveal that the two \critical cases" in (1.15) and (1.16) are the same: \l N = m () p N = m". For both inclusions the overall tactic is rst to show that a (N ) belonging to one critical case has special properties, which allow it to be reached through a chain of transpositions belonging to the other critical case, and second one has to check that the other path is indeed admissible in terms of the other set.
Assume that (1.16) and l N = m are valid for some (N ) ; then Lem. This nishes the proof of the equality of sets (1.14) and therefore of Theorem 1.1 . Example 1.5. We compute h (3) 3 X 25413 . It is helpful to mark the position between places 3 and 4 by a vertical line, since this is the`axis' around which the transposition of numbers takes place. In addition we underline the numbers (i) (k i ), so that one can easily check the -condition (1.7). (l i ). The number i will be called the (transposition) axis of the step i, and will in concrete calculations be represented as a vertical bar in (i?1) between the places i and i + 1. The combinatorial rule, which says how to select an admissible transpositions (k i ; l i ) and an admissible axis i in each step (or admissible sequences (1.2) and (1.4)) will depend on the diagram D( ) (with empty rows removed). The rule uses the notion of the step tableaux S( ) for , which is a certain lling of D( ) with each of the numbers 1; : : : ; N occurring once, and the notion of the weight tableaux W( In the special case of Ex.1.5 one has = 3, h In other words: the question, which (N ) are admissible, is reduced to examine the tableaux W( (N ) ) in these cases, and the`admissible tableaux ' W( (N ) ) are described by the rule above. Below we describe an extensions of this notion of`admissibility of a weight tableaux' to the cases of Grassmannian permutations, which gives the correct result in many cases, but fails for example for X 312645 X 561234 { a simple counterexample found by N. Bergeron. ) is ushed to a common top line, then the the weights increase in every column from bottom to top and decrease in every row from right to left. Furthermore we remark that di erent` nal' permutations (N ) may have the same weight tableaux, but equal permutations (N ) necessarily have di erent weight tableaux re ecting the fact that they are reached through di erent admissible path.
Example 2.2. We compute X 263514 X 135624 = X 263514 s Observation 3.2. Let 2 S n be L-unimodal as in the above lemma, and in particular let again c j be the column, which contains the rightmost box in row j, and r 1 ; r 2 ; : : : ; r q be the rows for which c r j c r j +1 . Then exactly the (N ) occurring in the product X 0X are computed | but possibly with a greater multiplicity (!) | according to the following prescriptions:
Subdivide D( ) into q subdiagrams of Grassmannian shape, i.e. the q subdiagrams G 1 ; G 2 up to G q consisting of rows 1; : : : ; r 1 , rows r 1 + 1; : : : ; r 2 , up to rows r q?1 + 1; : : : ; r q , respectively.
For p = 1; : : : ; q the single subdiagrams of Grassmannian shape G p are treated now exactly as in Obs.2.1 or more correctly: \its yet to be found correct version", with m replaced by c rp , whereby one starts with G 1 and works up to G q .
For p = 1; : : : ; q and g p := jG 1 j + + jG p j we require that (gp) (k gp ) is not greater than any weight in the next higher row r p + 1. 
If one tries a \column-wise" approach with step tableaux S( ) = 4 2 3 1 and 1 = 3, then all reasonable combinations of 2 and 3 give false terms.
More elaborate examples like X 31524 X 13542 , X 136279485 X 13542 , X 31524 X 13467582 , and X 31524 X 136425 work equally well, but in the example X 31524 X 146325 the multiplicities in some cases are to big. This shows that the requirement in Obs.3.2 for the admissible transitions between consecutive subshapes G p , G p+1 is not yet exclusive enough.
Observations for the general case
This nal section contains some observations, examples and remarks in view of a general rule how to multiply a Schubert polynomial by an X , when D( ) has more than one component.
We begin with a \rule", which works well in many cases, but has also severe defects in other cases to be discussed later on. , and hence 1 = 2 = 3 = 1, 4 = 5 = 6 = 4, and F (1) = F (2) = F (3) = ;, F (4) = F (5) = f1g, and F (6) = ;. For the computation it is convenient to draw a box around the numbers on the places F (i). (k i ; l i ) is generated with a minus sign, i.e. it must be canceled in another place, where it occurs through \regular" generation in accordance to Obs.4.1 .
